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This paper has been prepared by the staff of the IFRS Foundation for discussion at a public meeting of 
the IFRS Interpretations Committee. Comments made in relation to the application of an IFRS do not 
purport to be acceptable or unacceptable application of that IFRS—only the IFRS Interpretations 
Committee or the IASB can make such a determination. Decisions made by the IFRS Interpretations 
Committee are reported in IFRIC Update. The approval of a final Interpretation by the Board is reported 
in IASB Update. 

Introduction 

1. The IFRS Interpretations Committee (the ‘Interpretations Committee’) received a 

request seeking clarification about the accounting in accordance with IAS 19 

Employee Benefits (2011) for contribution-based promises.  An underlying 

concern in the submission was whether the revisions to IAS 19 in 2011, which, for 

example, clarified the treatment of risk sharing features related to defined benefit 

obligations, affect the accounting for contribution-based promises.  

2. In May 2012, the Interpretations Committee decided to reconsider the work it had 

done when it issued Draft Interpretation D9 Employee Benefit Plans with a 

Promised Return on Contributions or Notional Contributions.  The Interpretations 

Committee had previously referred the issue to the IASB to be included in the 

IASB’s project on post-employment benefits.  Although the IASB had initially 

intended to address contribution-based promises in that project, it later decided to 

defer this work to a future broader project on employee benefits.  

3. The Interpretations Committee had attempted to develop a solution to improve the 

financial reporting for employee benefit plans with a guaranteed return on 

contributions or notional contributions.   

4. However,  the Interpretations Committee was unable to reach a consensus in 

identifying a suitable scope for an amendment that would both: 
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(a) improve the accounting for a sufficient population of plans such that the 

benefits would exceed the costs; and 

(b) limit any unintended consequences that would arise from making an arbitrary 

distinction between otherwise similar plans. 

5. The Interpretations Committee observed that the accounting for the plans is an 

important issue.  These plans are part of a growing range of plan designs that 

incorporate features that were not envisaged when IAS 19 was first developed.   

6. The accounting for these plans in accordance with IAS 19 is problematic and has 

resulted in diversity in practice.  In the Interpretations Committee’s view, 

developing accounting requirements for these plans would be better addressed by 

a broader consideration of accounting for employee benefits, potentially through 

the research agenda of the IASB.   

7. The Interpretations Committee acknowledged that reducing diversity in practice in 

the short term would be beneficial.  However, because of the difficulties 

encountered in making progress with the issues, the Interpretations Committee 

tentatively decided to remove the project from its agenda in January 2014. 

Comments received on the tentative agenda decision 

8. We received three comment letters on the tentative agenda decision that was 

published in February 2014. 

9. One respondent (the Accounting Standards Committee of Germany (ASCG)) 

notes the Interpretations Committee’s view that this issue is too broad to be 

addressed in an efficient manner.  It also thinks that the plans are part of a 

growing range of plan designs and the accounting for these plans results in 

diversity in practice.  Therefore, the ASCG welcomes guidance on how to account 

for these plans.  

10. The ASCG urges the IASB to carry out a comprehensive review of IAS 19 rather 

than a piecemeal approach, because the current and past issues discussed by the 

Interpretations Committee imply that a more fundamental review of IAS 19 by the 

IASB is warranted in the near future.  
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11. Furthermore, the ASCG suggests that the IASB clearly define the scope of issues 

that the Interpretation Committee is able to solve, to answer issues more rather 

than rejecting them for formal reasons.  This suggestion may result in 

amendments to the IFRS Foundation Due Process Handbook (the ‘Due Process 

Handbook’).  

12. Another respondent (Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited (DTTL)) states that it 

agrees with the Interpretations Committee’s tentative decision: if the 

Interpretations Committee is unable to reach a consensus on the accounting for 

such plans, it agrees with the decision to remove this project from its agenda.   

13. The DTTL would encourage the IASB to address employee benefit plans with a 

guaranteed return on contributions or notional contributions ahead of any future, 

broader research project on employee benefits, because divergent practices are 

likely to develop as the range of such plans grows, in the absence of standard-

setting activity. 

14. The other respondent (the European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA)) 

has concerns and states that ESMA strongly agrees that reducing diversity in 

practice in the short term would be beneficial.  ESMA believes that the issue is 

sufficiently limited and diversity in the application of the IAS 19 is widespread in 

order to be addressed by the IASB as a separate project in the near future and 

urges the Interpretations Committee to recommend this course of action to the 

IASB. 

Staff analysis  

15. We note that the points described in paragraphs 9 and 12 are in line with the 

tentative decision.   

16. We note that the point described in paragraph 11 is beyond the scope of this 

specific issue. We think that the Interpretations Committee should not modify its 

specific agenda decision in respect of this point.  We think that this point could be 

considered when the IASB and the Interpretations Committee next review their 

procedures and interactions.  
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17. The points described in paragraphs 10 , 13 and 14 imply that we should clarify the 

Interpretations Committee’s suggestion that the IASB start a research on IAS 19 

in the near future. 

18. Consequently, we think that the Interpretations Committee should clarify its 

suggestion that the IASB progress its research on IAS 19 in the near future.  We 

think that the IASB should consider prioritising work on employee benefit plans 

with a guaranteed return on contributions or notional contributions if it does not 

have the resource to address the accounting for employee benefits more broadly in 

the medium term. 

Staff recommendation  

19. On the basis of the comments received on the tentative agenda decision and our 

analysis of them, we recommend that the Interpretations Committee should 

finalise the agenda decision with clarification of its suggestion to the IASB.   The 

proposed wording of the final agenda decision is presented in Appendix A of this 

Agenda Paper. 

Questions for the Interpretations Committee 

Questions 

1. Does the Interpretations Committee agree with the staff’s 

recommendation that the Interpretations Committee should finalise its 

decision clarifying its suggestion that the IASB progress its research on 

IAS 19 in the near future? 

2. If the answer to Question 1 is ‘Yes’, does the Interpretations Committee 

agree with the wording of the final agenda decision in Appendix A of this 

Agenda Paper? 
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Appendix A—Proposed wording for the final agenda decision 

The Interpretations Committee continued its discussion of employee benefit plans with 
a guaranteed return on contributions or notional contributions. 

The Interpretations Committee observed that the accounting for the plans that fall within the 
scope of the project is an important issue.  These plans are part of a growing range of plan 
designs that incorporate features that were not envisaged when IAS 19 was first developed.  
The accounting for these plans in accordance with IAS 19 is problematic and has resulted in 
diversity in practice. 

The Interpretations Committee attempted to develop a solution to improve the financial 
reporting for such plans.  However the Interpretations Committee was unable to reach a 
consensus in identifying a suitable scope for an amendment that would both: 

• improve the accounting for a sufficient population of plans such that the benefits would 
exceed the costs; and 

• limit any unintended consequences that would arise from making an arbitrary distinction 
between otherwise similar plans. 

In the Interpretations Committee’s view, developing accounting requirements for these plans 
would be better addressed by a broader consideration of accounting for employee benefits, 
potentially through the research agenda of the IASB.  The Interpretations Committee 
acknowledged that reducing diversity in practice in the short term would be beneficial.  
However, because of the difficulties encountered in progressing the issues, the 
Interpretations Committee [decided] to remove the project from its agenda.  In the light of the 
increasing use of these plans, the Interpretations Committee thinks that the IASB should 
consider prioritising work on employee benefit plans with a guaranteed return on contributions 
or notional contributions if it does not have the resource to address the accounting for 
employee benefits more broadly in the medium term.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Dear Wayne,  
 
IFRS IC tentative agenda decisions in its January 2014 meeting  
 
On behalf of the Accounting Standards Committee of Germany (ASCG), I am writing to 
comment on several IFRS IC tentative agenda decisions, published in the January 2014 IFRIC 
Update. We list the decisions and our detailed comments in appendix A to this letter.  
 
Further, we comment on one issue on which a final agenda decision has been made (see 
appendix B). We are particularly concerned about the short and probably incomplete ration-ale 
for this (final) decision as conveyed in the IFRIC January 2014 Update.  
 
If you would like to discuss our views further, please do not hesitate to contact me.  
Yours sincerely,  
 
Liesel Knorr  
President 
 
 
 
 
 

Zimmerstr. 30 . 10969 Berlin . Telefon +49 (0)30 206412-0 . Telefax +49 (0)30 206412-15 . E-Mail: info@drsc.de Bankverbindung: 
Deutsche Bank Berlin, Konto-Nr. 0 700 781 00, BLZ 100 700 00  

IBAN-Nr. DE26 1007 0000 0070 0781 00, BIC (Swift-Code) DEUTDEBBXXX  
Vereinsregister: Amtsgericht Berlin-Charlottenburg, VR 18526 Nz  

Präsidium:  
Dr. h.c. Liesel Knorr (Präsidentin), Dr. Christoph Hütten (Vizepräsident) 
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Re: The IFRS Interpretations Committee’s tentative agenda decision on IAS

19 - Employee benefits: Employee benefit plans with a guaranteed return

on contributions or notional contributions 

Dear Mr. Upton, 

The European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) is an independent EU Authority that contributes 

to enhancing the protection of investors and promoting stable and well-functioning financial markets in 

the European Union (EU). ESMA achieves this aim by building a single rule book for EU financial markets 

and ensuring its consistent application across the EU. ESMA contributes to the regulation of financial 

services firms with a pan-European reach, either through direct supervision or through the active co- 

ordination of national supervisory activity. 

ESMA has considered the IFRS Interpretations Committee’s (IFRS IC) tentative decision to remove from 

its agenda the project addressing the request for clarification it received related to accounting for employ- 

ee benefit plans with a guaranteed return on contributions or notional contributions, because of the diffi- 

culties encountered in progressing on the issues. 

ESMA is concerned that the IFRS IC was unable to reach consensus on the scope of the amendments to 

IAS 19 - Employee Benefits considering the current diversity in practice in accounting for employee bene- 

fit plans with a guaranteed return on contributions or notional contributions and consequently decided to 

remove the project from its agenda. ESMA points out that these types of plans are widespread in some 

jurisdictions, including some countries of the EU. ESMA strongly agrees with the IFRS IC that reducing 

diversity in practice in the short term would be beneficial. 

Consequently, ESMA has concerns about referring this issue to the International Accounting Standards 

Board (IASB) and recommending adding it to the IASB’s research agenda, as that would imply it is unlike- 

ly to be addressed in the foreseeable future. ESMA believes that the issue is sufficiently limited and diver- 

ESMA • CS 60747 -103 rue de Grenelle • 75345 Paris Cedex 07 • France • Tel. +33 (o) 158 36 43 21 • www.esma.europa.eu 



 

 

 

 

 

 

sity in the application of the IAS 19 is widespread in order to be addressed by the IASB as a separate pro 

ject in the near future and urges the IFRS IC to recommend this course of action to the IASB. 

We would be happy to discuss these issues further with you. 

 
European Securities and Markets Authority 

Cc: Hans Hoogervorst, Chairman, International Accounting Standards Board 


